
A Box for Every Lifestyle: Tips on How to Be
Prepared on the Go

Bespoke Post allows you to discover cool products from
small businesses that encourage lifelong journeys of
discovery.

NEWS RELEASE BY YOURUPDATETV

What if you could discover new products that cater to your interests, but also support small

businesses? Bespoke Post partners with under-the-radar brands so you can discover the coolest

selection of goods and gear while supporting emerging brands and small manufacturers. Recently,

the Host of Dailyburn 365 and BYUTV’s Battle of the Ages, JD Roberto, teamed with Bespoke Post

and YourUpdateTV on a satellite media tour to talk about the Bespoke Post concept and tips on

how to be prepared on the go.

A video accompanying this announcement is available at: https://youtu.be/oG2BDWlDE2g 

Bespoke Post allows you to discover cool products from small businesses that

encourage lifelong journeys of discovery.

Bespoke Post was founded with a mission to work with small brands and help them establish

themselves in the industry, and approximately 90% of the products they sell come from small
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businesses. By being a member, you can discover the coolest selection of goods and gear while

supporting emerging brands and small manufacturers. And Bespoke Post negotiates on behalf of

their community to deliver quality goods at an affordable price—each box is priced at $45 but

filled with usually $70+ in value.

From outdoor gear, apparel, or to trying new food and drink recipes, there is a box that caters to

all these categories and more. Some of their most popular boxes include: Weekender, Flip, Aged

and Over Easy.

The concept of Bespoke Post is to create subscription boxes around a central theme that will

introduce people to something new. All they need to do is take a quick preference quiz and they’ll

be assigned a ‘Box of Awesome’ each month with curated products that fit their lifestyle. Members

also have the option to skip or swap their shipment anytime, at no cost.

Bespoke Post subscription boxes and e-commerce services are available at bespokepost.com.

About JD Roberto:

JD Roberto is a two-time Emmy nominated TV personality, writer, director, and producer. JD is

currently the host of BATTLE OF THE AGES, a new family-oriented game show on BYUtv. He is also

Executive Producer and Host of the ground breaking DAILY BURN 365 (Emmy® nomination) –

where he's helping lead a revolution in fitness and digital streaming. Music lovers can catch JD

hosting SONG POP LIVE a daily, app-based music game show based on the wildly popular music

trivia app. You can also find him streaming the latest in tech, outdoor, and kitchen gear on

AMAZON LIVE.

About YourUpdateTV:  

 YourUpdateTV is a social media video portal for organizations to share their content. It includes

separate channels for Health and Wellness, Lifestyle, Media and Entertainment, Money and

Finance, Social Responsibility, Sports and Technology.
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